
Owners Manual  

  

Vanshower- reartent  

  

Volkswagen T5,T6 & T6,1  

  

  

Thank you for buying our VanShower-set. If mounted correctly and properly used, you will have a long-

lasting and comfortable item for your camping trip.  

  

Please read this instruction carefully and get acquaint on the way how the vanshower will be used, before 

you start mounting the tent.  

  

  

Applying the Velcro`s It`s very important, to clean all the surfaces on the car carefully where the velcros`s  

will be attached, so take your time. You shouldn’t apply the velcro’s under a temperature of 10 degrees. 

Give your velcro’s 12 hours time to glue on properly , before you put on your vanshower the first time. (The 

tent can also be mounted instantly if neccessary,  but for a long-lasting adhesive power it's better to wait a 

few hours) The velcros will be applied only at once and will stay on the car , so don’t pull them off !  

  

Where to put on the velcro-straps, you will see on the following pictures.  

  

Nr.1) two small velcro’s of 3 cm , directly outside the lock. Nr.2) two wide velcro’s of 38 cm, left and right of 

the tailrag-lock, as seen on foto. Nr.3) two wide straps of 10 cm, each on the edges. Nr.4) two small velcro's 

of 20 cm, sideways on the hood. Nr.5) two small velcro's of 10 cm, inside the edge of the hood. Nr.6) Two 

velcro’s of 10 cm directly outside the tailrag-hinges. Nr.7) Two velcros’s of 15 cm, inside the rearlights. Nr.8) 

Two velcro’s of 15 cm inside lower edge, as seen on picture.  That’s it.  

  

Mounting the vanshower on your car  

  

1) First hang in the small hook into the tailrag-lock: hold in the hook, and close the lock with your other 

hand completely, so the hook will be held properly. (The open side of the hook should look outside)   2) 

Now fix both hooks with the pipe clamp on the rubber-plugs, as seen on picture . 3) Now hang on the 

vanshower-tent with the eyelet into the hook, then fix the tent on the end of the tailrag. 4) Hang on the 

tent into the hooks on the rubber-plugs. 5) Fix the tent with the straps on both shock struts. 6) Fix the tent 



with both ends on the velcro’s outside the hinges. 7) Fix on the tent sideways on your car with the velcro’s. 

8) Fix all leaders on the ground(If not possible, e.g. on hard ground, put a bag or your water-can on the 

leaders).  

  

You’re finished.  

  

For dismounting, start with reversable direction. To get off the hook out of the tailrag-lock; simply pull the 

door-opener, the hook will fell off.  

  

You will find more practical stuff on our shop, if you have any questions or suggestions, please consult our 

forum at our website: www.vanshower.de 

 


